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A neural network–based synchronized
computed torque controller for three
degree-of-freedom planar
parallel manipulators with uncertainties
compensation
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Abstract
This study presents a new adaptive synchronized computed torque control algorithm based on neural networks for three
degree-of-freedom planar parallel manipulators. The basic idea of the proposed control algorithm is to use the incor-
poration of cross-coupling errors of active joints with the adaptive computed torque control algorithm, online self-tuned
neural networks, and error compensators. The key to the success of the proposed approach is to improve the trajectory
tracking accuracy of the parallel manipulator’s end-effector while driving the synchronization errors among active joints to
zero. The uncertainties of the control system such as modeling errors, frictional terms, and external disturbances are
adaptively compensated online during the trajectory tracking of the parallel manipulator. Using the Lyapunov theory, it is
proved that the tracking errors and error rates of the overall system asymptotically converge to zero. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm, compared simulations are conducted using MATLAB/Simulink [version
2013a] combined with Solidworks 2014.
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Introduction

In the last recent decades, research on the control of parallel

manipulators has had drawn a lot of interest in the robotics

community. This is because parallel manipulators have

potential advantages in terms of high rigidity, high speed,

high accuracy, and high load-carrying capacity over serial

robotic manipulators. They are widely used in numerous

applications such as simulators, humanoid robots, medical

robots, micro-robots, and high-accuracy pick-and-place

positioning and are becoming increasingly popular in the
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strict requirements such as small product size and shorter

assembly time.

In the literature on tracking control of parallel manipu-

lators, numerous control methods have been proposed,

which could be classified as two kinds of approaches.

The first one is model-free control approach, such as

proportional–derivative (PD) controller,1,2 nonlinear PD

controller,3,4 and adaptive switching learning PD control

method.5 The other one is model-based control approach,

such as computed torque controllers,6–10 the model-based

iterative learning controller,11 sliding mode controllers,12–16

and the adaptive controllers.17–21 The common characteristic

of these approaches is that only local feedback information

of the controlled joint is fed to the control loop of each

individual actuator. Feedback signal from other actuated

joints cannot be received. As a result, errors caused by

disturbances in the control loop of one actuator are corrected

by this loop only, while others do not respond. In parallel

manipulators, the trajectory of the end-effector is led by all

actuator motions. Therefore, all actuated joints in parallel

manipulators should be synchronously controlled to increase

the tracking accuracy.

Many works on synchronized control of parallel manip-

ulators have been conducted in recent years. This control

approach involves kinematic coupling among the active

joints of the parallel manipulators, which results in higher

tracking accuracy of the end-effector. The synchronized con-

trol approach was first proposed by Koren.22 In his study, the

cross-coupling control was used for a multi-axis machining

tool to achieve the multi-axis tracking synchronization. It is

the employment of the synchronization error that makes the

synchronized control different from traditional proportional–

integral–derivative control. This useful approach has

become more popular in position synchronization control

of multiple motion axes,23,24 mobile robot control,25,26 and

tracking control of parallel manipulators.27–32

For tracking control of single parallel manipulators, Sun

et al.27 presented a cross-coupled control approach to the

tracking control of parallel manipulators in a synchronous

manner. On the other hand, Ren et al.28 have proposed a

convex synchronized control algorithm for a three degree-

of-freedom (3-DOF) planar parallel manipulator. The

control algorithm is based on the combination of the advan-

tages of the convex combination method and the synchro-

nized control method. In another approach, a synchronized

control algorithm, which does not need dynamic model of

parallel manipulators, has been presented such as integra-

tion of saturated proportional–integral synchronous control

and PD feedback control algorithm.29 In addition, Ren

et al.30 presented an adaptive synchronized control method

for parallel manipulator based on the combination of syn-

chronized control and adaptive control. Shang et al.31 pro-

posed an active joint-synchronization controller to solve

control problem of redundantly actuated parallel manipu-

lators. Ren et al.,32 in an experimental comparison study of

the synchronized control approaches, have shown that the

synchronized control methods based on a dynamic model

of the robot can achieve better performance than the model-

free ones. However, the model-based synchronized control

algorithms are much more complex than the model-free

ones due to the complexity of the dynamic model of par-

allel manipulators. In addition, the aforementioned meth-

ods are still complex and require numerous computation to

be applied.

In this article, we propose a new synchronized control

algorithm for 3-DOF planar parallel manipulators. The

control algorithm is based on the combination of synchro-

nization error and cross-coupling error with the computed

torque control algorithm and uncertainties compensation

method. The uncertainties of the control system such as

modeling errors, frictional terms, and external disturbances

are adaptively compensated by radial basis function neural

networks (RBFNNs) and error compensators. The online

weight tuning algorithms of the neural networks and error

compensators are derived with the strict theoretical stabi-

lity proof of the Lyapunov theorem.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the

second section, the kinematic modeling and dynamic

modeling of 3-DOF planar parallel manipulators are for-

mulated in the active joint space. The proposed synchro-

nized computed torque controller (SCTC) is presented in

the third section. The comparative simulations are carried

out in fourth section in order to verify the effectiveness of

the proposed controller. Finally, a conclusion is reached in

the fifth section.

Kinematic modeling and dynamic
modeling of 3-DOF planar parallel
manipulators

The 3-DOF planar parallel robot manipulator is shown in

Figure 1. It works on a horizontal plane and in a reference

frame Oxy. The manipulator consists of three active joints

Figure 1. Three-DOF planar parallel manipulator. DOF: degree
of freedom.
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and six passive joints. The active joints are actuated by

actuators, while the passive ones can move freely. The

end-effector of the robot is a triangle C1C2C3, which con-

nects the ending points of three 2-DOF serial robot manip-

ulators. P is the center point of the end-effector. The 3-DOF

planar parallel robot manipulator is controlled by actuating

three active joints A1, A2, and A3.

We denote the vectors of variable as follows

� qa ¼ ½qa1; qa2; qa3�T is the vector of active joint

angulars.

� qp ¼ ½qp1; qp2; qp3�T is the vector of passive joint

angulars.

� X ¼ ½xP; yP; fP�T is the vector of Cartesian coordi-

nates and rotate angle of the end-effector.

In the control system, for the 3-DOF planar parallel robot

manipulator, the control signal will be sent to drive three

active joints of the robot. Therefore, we need to develop

kinematic model and dynamic model in active joint space.

Kinematic modeling

Forward kinematics. In the forward kinematics problem, we

compute the end-effector’s coordinate Xðxp; yp;fpÞ in the

reference A1xy from the given active joint angular vector

qaðqa1; qa2; qa3Þ.
From Figure 1, we have the following equation system

½xP � xAi � l1 cosqai � l3 cosðfP þ  iÞ�2

þ ½yP � yAi � l1 sinqai � l3 sinðfP þ  iÞ�2

¼ l2
2; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð1Þ

in which  i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ are, respectively, equal to 7p/6,

11p/6, and p/2.

Solving the equation system (1) by applying the numer-

ical method, we obtain coordination xP, yP, and the value of

fP with given input qa.
In the control system, we need to know the value of

passive joint angles. After having the output X(xP, yP,fP),

we can compute the value of passive joint angles using the

following equation:

qpi ¼ p� cos�1 l2
1 þ l2

2 � x2
Ci � y2

Ci

2l1l2

� �
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð2Þ

where the coordinates of the points Ci (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) are

computed as follows

xCi ¼ xP þ l3 cosðfP þ  iÞ � xAi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð3Þ

yCi ¼ xP þ l3 sinðfP þ  iÞ � yAi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð4Þ

Inverse kinematics. The inverse kinematics problem is to

obtain the active joint angular vector qaðqa1; qa2; qa3Þ
from the given coordinates XðxP; yP; fPÞ of the end-

effector.

From Figure 1, we have the following equations of the

inverse kinematics

qai ¼ tan�1 yCi

xCi

� �
þ cos�1

 
l2
1 � l2

2 þ x2
Ci þ y2

Ci

2l1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2
Ci þ y2

Ci

q !
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

ð5Þ

Jacobian matrices. We have the following equations obtained

from Figure 1

xP

yP

� �
¼

xoi þ l1 cosqai þ l2 cosðqai þ qpiÞ
yoi þ l1 sinqai þ l2 sinðqai þ qpiÞ

þ l3 cosð i þ fPÞ
þ l3 sinð i þ fPÞ

" #
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð6Þ

By differentiating equation (6) with respect to time, we obtain the following

_xP

_yP

� �
¼
�l1 _qai sinqai � l2ð _qai þ _qpiÞ sinðqai þ qpiÞ
l1 _qai cosqai þ l2ð _qai þ _qpiÞ cosðqai þ qpiÞ

� l3
_fP sinð i þ fPÞ

þ l3
_fP cosð i þ fPÞ

" #
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð7Þ

Rearranging equation (7) leads to an equation under the

matrix form

Jz1
_X ¼ Jo _qa ð8Þ

where _X ¼ ½ _xP; _yP;
_fP�T corresponds to the velocity of end-

effector in the Cartesian coordinate, and _qa ¼ ½ _qa1; _qa2; _qa3�T
corresponds to the angular velocity vector of active joints.

Jacobian matrices are expressed by the following

equations

Jz1 ¼
az11 bz11 cz11

az12 bz12 cz12

az13 bz13 cz13

264
375 ð9Þ

Jo ¼
dz11 0 0

0 dz12 0

0 0 dz13

264
375 ð10Þ

Doan et al. 3



in which

az1i ¼ cosðqai þ qpiÞ
bz1i ¼ sinðqai þ qpiÞ
cz1i ¼ �l3 sinðqai þ qpi �  i � fPÞ
dz1i ¼ l1 sinqpi

; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

8>>><>>>:
ð11Þ

Finally, equation (8) could be rewritten as follows

_qa ¼ Joz _X ð12Þ

where Joz is the Jacobian matrix

Joz ¼ J�1
o Jz1 ð13Þ

Equation (13) could be used for singularity analysis. It

could be seen that the singularities of the 3-DOF planar

parallel manipulator occur whenever J�1
o , Jz1, or both

become singular.

Dynamic modeling

In this section, the dynamic modeling of the 3-DOF planar

parallel manipulator is presented in active joint space. For

deriving the dynamic model, we follow the method pre-

sented by Le and Kang.33 First, three passive joints C1, C2,

and C3 are virtually cut to form an equivalent open-chain

system as shown in Figure 2. Second, using the Lagrangian

approach, the dynamic model of the equivalent open-chain

system can be computed and obtained as follows34

MOðqÞ q€þCOðq; _qÞ _qþ FO ¼ tO ð14Þ

in which MO 2 R9� 9 is the inertia matrix, CO 2 R9� 9 is

the Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix, FO is the vector of

friction forces, tO ¼ ½ta; tp �T 2 R9� 1 is the joint torque

vector of the equivalent open-chain system, ta 2 R3� 1 is

the active joint torque vector, and tp 2 R6� 1 is the passive

joint torque vector. The matrices MO and CO are computed

by the following equations

MO ¼

d1 0 0 e1 0 0 0 0 0

0 d2 0 0 e2 0 0 0 0

0 0 d3 0 0 e3 0 0 0

h1 0 0 b1 0 0 0 0 0

0 h2 0 0 b2 0 0 0 0

0 0 h3 0 0 b3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 mP 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 mP 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IP

266666666666666664

377777777777777775
ð15Þ

CO ¼

J1 0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0

0 J2 0 0 �2 0 0 0 0

0 0 J3 0 0 �3 0 0 0

�1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 �2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 �3 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

266666666666666664

377777777777777775
ð16Þ

FO ¼ ½ fa1; fa2; fa3; fb1; fb2; fb3; fc1; fc2; fc3�T ð17Þ

where di ¼ ai þ bi þ 2gi cosqpi, ei ¼ bi þ gi cosqpi, Ji ¼
�2gi _qpi sinqpi, hi ¼ bi þ gi cosqpi, ai ¼ mi1l2

c1 þ mi1l2
2 þ Ii1,

bi ¼ mi2l2
c2 þ Ii2, gi ¼ mi2lc1lc2, and fai, fbi, and fci are the

friction forces at joints of the robot ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ.
Since the parallel manipulator is controlled by actuating

three active joints A1, A2, and A3, we need to develop the

dynamic model in the active joint space with the input

torque ta ¼ ðta1; ta2; ta3ÞT 2 R3� 1. Following the

D’Alembert principle and principle of virtual work, we

have the following relationship35

WTtO ¼ ta ð18Þ

where W is the Jacobian matrix

W ¼

I
qqp

qqa

qXp

qqa

26666664

37777775 ¼
I

J1

J2

264
375 ¼ I

J�1
oz Jpz

J�1
oz

264
375 ð19Þ

where I 2 R3� 3 is the identity matrix. The matrices Jpz is

computed as follows

Jpz ¼ J�1
p Jz2 ð20Þ

Figure 2. The equivalent open-chain system obtained by virtually
cut at C1, C2, and C3.
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where

Jp ¼
dz21 0 0

0 dz22 0

0 0 dz23

264
375 ð21Þ

Jz2 ¼
az21 bz21 cz21

az22 bz22 cz22

az23 bz23 cz23

264
375 ð22Þ

az2i ¼ l1 cosqai þ lc2 cosðqai þ qpiÞ
bz2i ¼ l1 sinqai þ lc2 sinðqai þ qpiÞ

cz2i ¼ l2l3 sinð i þ fP � qai � qpiÞ þ l1l3 sinð i þ fP � qaiÞ
dz2i ¼ �lc1lc2 sinqpi

; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

8>>><>>>: ð23Þ

By multiplying both sides of equation (14) by WT and

using the relationship in equation (15), we obtain the

following

WT
�
MOðqÞ q€þCOðq; _qÞ _qþ FO

�
¼ ta ð24Þ

In addition, we have the following relationships

_q ¼ ½I; qqp=qqa; qXP=qqa�T _qa ¼W _qa ð25Þ

q€¼ _W _qa þWq€a ð26Þ

By substituting equations (25) and (26) into equation (24)

and rearranging the new equation, we obtain the followingbMaq€a þ bCa _qa þ Fa ¼ ta ð27Þ

where bMa ¼WTMOW 2 R3� 3 is the estimated inertia

matrix, bCa ¼WTMO
_WþWTCOW 2 R3� 3 is the esti-

mated Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix, and

Fa ¼WTFO 2 R3� 1 is the vector of friction torques in

active joints.

The dynamic model in equation (27) satisfies the fol-

lowing properties, which were proved by Cheng et al.36

1. bMa is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.

2. bM_ a � 2bCa is a skew-symmetric matrix.

In the presence of bounded uncertainties such as errors

of dynamic model and external disturbances, we can

express the actual dynamic model of the parallel manipu-

lator by the following equation

Maq€a þ Ca _qa þ Fa þ da ¼ ta ð28Þ

where Ma ¼ bMa þ DMa and Ca ¼ bCa þ DCa are the

actual dynamic parameters, da is the vector of external

disturbances on active joints, and DMa and DCa are

dynamic modeling errors.

Finally, we obtain the actual dynamic equation of the

3-DOF planar parallel manipulator as followsbMaq€a þ bCa _qa þ Dta ¼ ta ð29Þ

in which Dta is the vector of modeling errors, friction

forces, and external disturbances

Dta ¼ DMaq€a þ DCa _qa þ Fa þ da ð30Þ

Proposed adaptive SCTC

Define the tracking error

e ¼ qdaðtÞ � qaðtÞ ð31Þ

in which qdaðtÞ 2 R3� 1 is the desired trajectory of the

active joint angles.

In the synchronized control methods, not only the

tracking error of each individual active joint must come

to zero (eai(t)! 0, i ¼ 1, 2, 3) but also the tracking errors

of all active joints must be equal during the trajectory

tracking control

ea1ðtÞ ¼ ea2ðtÞ ¼ ea3ðtÞ ð32Þ

The synchronization errors are defined as follows

E1ðtÞ ¼ ea1ðtÞ � ea2ðtÞ

E2ðtÞ ¼ ea2ðtÞ � ea3ðtÞ ð33Þ

E3ðtÞ ¼ ea3ðtÞ � ea1ðtÞ

The vector of synchronization error is E ¼ ½E1ðtÞ;
E2ðtÞ; E3ðtÞ�T . Under the synchronization error definition,

control torques tai are to control position errors eaiðtÞ ! 0

Doan et al. 5



and, at the same time, to synchronize the motions of active

joints (i ¼ 1, 2, 3).

To accommodate both position error and synchroni-

zation error, cross-coupling error insight has been

introduced to provide an effective method to eliminate

the interconnections among multiple motion axes

systems. The cross-coupling error is defined by the

following

e�a1 ¼ ea1 þ s
ðt
0

ðe1 � e3Þ dw

e�a2 ¼ ea2 þ s
ðt
0

ðe2 � e1Þ dw

e�a3 ¼ ea3 þ s
ðt
0

ðe3 � e2Þ dw

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð34Þ

in which s is the positive parameter and w is the time

variable.

The reference tracking velocity and the reference track-

ing acceleration are defined as follows

_qr
da ¼ _qda þ sDe ð35Þ

q€rda ¼ q€da þ sD _e ð36Þ

in which De ¼ ½e1 � e3; e2 � e1; e3 � e2�T and D _e ¼
½ _e1 � _e3; _e2 � _e1; _e3 � _e2�T .

The proposed controller is expressed by the following

equation

ta ¼ bMaðq€rdaþKv _e�a þ Kpe�aÞ þ bCa _qa þ tcp þ ter ð37Þ

where e�a ¼ ½e�a1; e
�
a2; e�a3�

T
is the vector of cross-coupling

errors, Kv ¼ diagfkv1; kv2; kv3g and Kp ¼ diagfkp1; kp2; kp3g
are the positive constant parameter matrices, and

tcp 2 R3�1 is the uncertainty compensation controller

which contains a bank of neural network inside for estimat-

ing vector �ta. Since the term tcp cannot perfectly esti-

mate �ta, the term ter is added to compensate the error of

the estimation. The block diagram of the proposed control-

ler is shown in Figure 3.

The proposed controller has some major contributions.

First, the combination of synchronization error and cross-

coupling error with computed torque control algorithm

brings about the advantages of the two methods such as

the high accuracy and low online computational burden.

The second contribution is the error estimators with online

adaptation law, which helps to compensate the estimation

errors of the neural network.

From equations (37) and (30), we obtain the following

e€�aþKv _e�a þ Kpe�a ¼ bM�1

a ðDta � tcp � terÞ ð38Þ

We define

� ¼ bM�1

a Dta ð39Þ

and then the compensative control law tcp is defined as

follows

tcp ¼ bMab� ð40Þ

in which b� is the vector of a bank of RBFNNs for online

approximation of Dta. The structure of each RBFNN used

in this study is shown in Figure 4. It is a fixed three-layer

network whose output is determined by specified hidden

units in certain local receptive fields.37–39

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the proposed synchronized computed torque controller.
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The basis functions in the hidden layer are chosen as

Gaussian function and can be expressed as follows

RijðxiÞ ¼ exp �k xi � cijk2

2m2
ij

 !
; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; L; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

ð41Þ

where x is an N-dimensional input vector, cij is a

center vector with the same dimension as x, mij is the

variance of the basic function, L is the number of

hidden units in the hidden layer, and jj:jj denotes the

Euclidean norm.

The output of the RBFNN is computed by the weighted

sum method40,41

b�i ¼
XL

j¼1

bwijRijðxiÞ ¼ bWT

i RiðxiÞ ð42Þ

bWi ¼ ½bwi1; bwi2; . . . ; bwiL�T ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð43Þ

RiðxiÞ ¼ ½Ri1ðxiÞ;Ri2ðxiÞ; . . . ;RiLðxiÞ�T ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

ð44Þ

The input vector xi of each RBFNN is used as follows

xi ¼ ½e�ai; _e�ai�
T ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð45Þ

where e�ai and _e�ai are, respectively, the tracking cross-

coupling error and derivative of cross-coupling error of

each active joint of the parallel manipulator.

Then, the vector b� 2 R3 can be written as follows

b� ¼ b�1b�2b�3

264
375 ¼

bWT

1R1ðx1ÞbWT

2R2ðx2ÞbWT

3R3ðx3Þ

26664
37775 ð46Þ

It has been shown that for some sufficiently large

number of hidden layer neurons, there are ideal weights

and thresholds such that � can be represented by the

following

� ¼
W�T1 R1ðx1Þ
W�T2 R2ðx2Þ
W�T3 R3ðx3Þ

264
375þ J1

J2

J3

264
375 ð47Þ

where Wi* is the bounded ideal weight vector of the output

layer, and Ji is the bounded error (i ¼ 1, 2, 3).

Theorem. Consider the dynamic model in equation (29) of

the 3-DOF planar parallel manipulator together with the

proposed controller in equation (37). If we choose the fol-

lowing adaptation tuning laws for the RBFNN and the error

estimators

bW_ i ¼ �iX
T
i PiBiRiðxiÞ ð48Þ

bJ_ i ¼ hiX
T
i PiBi ð49Þ

then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable.

Proof. By substituting equations (46), (47), (40), and (39)

into equation (38), we obtain the following

e€�a þKv _e�a þ Kpe
�
a ¼

eWT

1R1ðx1ÞeWT

2R2ðx2ÞeWT

3R3ðx3Þ

2664
3775þ J� bM�1

a ter

ð50Þ

where eWi ¼W�i � bW is the weight estimation error and

J ¼ ½J1;J2;J3�T is the vector of errors.

Next, we define the error estimator as follows

ter ¼ bMa
bJ ð51Þ

where bJ is the estimated value of J.

Now, by substituting equation (51) into equation (50),

we obtain the following

e€�a þKv _e�a þ Kpe
�
a ¼

eWT

1R1ðx1ÞeWT

2R2ðx2ÞeWT

3R3ðx3Þ

2664
3775þ eJ ð52Þ

where eJ ¼ J� bJ.

Equation (52) is equivalent to the following equation

e€�a1þkv1 _e�a1 þ kp1e�a1 ¼ eWT

1R1ðx1Þ þ eJ1

e€�a2þkv2 _e�a2 þ kp2e�a2 ¼ eWT

2R2ðx2Þ þ eJ2

e€�a3þkv3 _e�a3 þ kp3e�a3 ¼ eWT

3R3ðx3Þ þ eJ3

8>><>>: ð53Þ

For each active joint, supposed that state vector is

defined as Xi ¼ ½e�ai; _e�ai�
T ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3, we obtain the fol-

lowing state equations

_Xi ¼ AiXi þ Bi

� eWT

i RiðxiÞ þ eJi

�
; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð54Þ

Figure 4. Structure of an RBFNN with L hidden units. RBFNN:
radial basis function neural network.

Doan et al. 7



in which

Ai ¼
0 1

�kpi �kvi

� �
; Bi ¼

0

1

� �
Then, the Lyapunov equation for each active joint can

be formulated as follows

AT
i Pi þ PiAi ¼ �Qi ð55Þ

where Pi and Qi are positive definite matrices (i ¼ 1, 2, 3).

We can choose a positive definite matrix Qi, and then the

positive definite matrix Pi is solved from the Lyapunov

equation (55).

For analyzing the stability of the control system, a pos-

itive definite Lyapunov function candidate is chosen as

follows

V ¼
X3

i¼1

XT
i PiXi þ

1

2

X3

i¼1

��1
i
eWT

i
eWi þ

1

2

X3

i¼1

h�1
i

~J
2

i ð56Þ

where eJi ¼ Ji � bJi, and �i and hi are the learning rates with

positive values (i ¼ 1, 2, 3).

Differentiating V respect to time, we get the following

_V ¼
X3

i¼1

_X
T

i PiXi þ XT
i Pi

_Xi

� �
�
X3

i¼1

��1
i
eWT

i
bW_ i �

X3

i¼1

h�1
i
eJi
bJ_ i

ð57Þ

By substituting equations (53) and (55) into equation

(57), we obtain the following

_V ¼�
X3

i¼1

XT
i QiXi þ

X3

i¼1

XT
i PiBi

eWT

i RiðxiÞ

þ
X3

i¼1

XT
i PiBi

eJi �
X3

i¼1

��1
i
eWT

i
bW_ i �

X3

i¼1

h�1
i
eJi
bJ_ i

ð58Þ

Now, by replacing the adaptation tuning laws in equa-

tions (48) and (49) into equation (58), we obtain the

following

_V ¼ �
X3

i¼1

XT
i QiXi � 0 ð59Þ

Since Qi is a positive definite matrix, _V ¼ 0 only when

Xi ¼ 0, i ¼ 1, 2, 3. Therefore, we can see that the control

system is asymptotically stable with respect to Xi. It

means that

lim
t!1

Xi ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; 3

Or equivalent to (i ¼ 1,2,3)

lim
t!1

ei ¼ 0 ¼> lim
t!1

qai ¼ qdai

lim
t!1

_ei ¼ 0 ¼> lim
t!1

_qai ¼ _qdai

(
Thus, it is proved that, with the proposed controller, the

actual active joint positions converge to their desired values.

Simulation

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller in

this article, the simulations are performed for a 3-DOF

Table 1. Parameters of the parallel manipulator.

Variable Description Value Unit

l1 Length of the lower part of each
leg

0.4 m

l2 Length of the upper part of each
leg

0.6 m

l3 Dimension of the moving platform 0.2 m
lc1 Distance from the joint to the

mass center of the lower part of
each leg

0.2 m

lc2 Distance from the joint to the
mass center of the upper part of
each leg

0.3 m

mi1 Mass of the the lower part of each
leg

5.12 kg

mi2 Mass of the upper part of each leg 7.39 kg
mp Mass of the moving platform 3.84 kg
Ii1 Moment of inertia of the lower of

ith leg
91 � 10�3 kg�m2

Ii2 Moment of inertia of the upper of
ith leg

267 � 10�3 kg�m2

Ip Moment of inertia of the moving
platform

65 � 10�3 kg�m2

0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.5 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.54
0.33

0.34

0.35

0.36

0.37

0.38

0.39

0.4

0.41

0.42

X [m]

Y
 [m

]

Results of tracking trajectory

Referance trajectory
Conventional CTC
PSC
PSC NN

Figure 5. Results of tracking circular trajectory of conventional
CTC (green line), SCTC (blue line), and the proposed ASCTC
(red line). CTC: computed torque controller; SCTC: synchro-
nized computed torque controller.
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planar parallel manipulator. Simulations are conducted

by using the combination of Solidworks 2014 and Sim-

Mechanics of MATLAB [version 2013a]. First, the 3-D

computer-aided design (CAD) model of the parallel

manipulator is built in Solidworks. Each mechanical part

of the parallel manipulator is designed separately and assem-

bled using the suitable joints. Second, the 3-D CAD model is

exported to an XML file by using the SimMechanics link

plug-in. This link plug-in is downloaded from Mathworks

official website. The XML file is then imported into Simu-

link environment. By this way, the geometry from the CAD

assembly is saved as geometry files and associated with the

proper body in SimMechanics. In the next step, joint actua-

tors, sensors, and friction forces are added to the mechanical

model. This mechanical model is then connected to the con-

trol algorithm block, which is written in Simulink.

In Solidworks, there is a special tool to verify the

dynamic parameters of each component and the whole

manipulator platform. The dynamic parameters are pre-

sented in Table 1.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed adap-

tive SCTC, the following control algorithms for the

3-DOF planar parallel manipulator are simulated and

compared:

1. The traditional computed torque controller for par-

allel manipulator was presented by Le et al.10

ta ¼ bMaðq€da þ Kv _ea þ KpeaÞ þ bCa _qa ð60Þ

where Kv and Kp are chosen as Kv ¼ diagf25; 25; 25g
and Kp ¼ diagf50; 50; 50g.

2. The SCTC without uncertainties and external dis-

turbances compensation

ta ¼ bMaðq€rdaþKv _e�a þ Kpe
�
aÞ þ bCa _qa ð61Þ

in which Kv and Kp are also chosen as

Kv ¼ diagf25; 25; 25g and Kp ¼ diagf50; 50; 50g.

3. The proposed control algorithm is described by

equation (37). The matrices Kv and Kp have the

same value to cases 1 and 2. Other parameters are

chosen as s ¼ 0.1, the number of neuron in the

hidden layer L ¼ 25, and the center vector of

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
-0.025

-0.02

-0.015

-0.01

-0.005

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

Time [s]

]
d

ar[
r

orr
E

The error at active joint 1(a) (b)

(c)

CTC

Synchronization

Synchronization NN

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
-0.035

-0.03

-0.025

-0.02

-0.015

-0.01

-0.005

0

0.005

0.01

Time [s]

]
d

ar[
r

orr
E

The error at active joint 2

CTC

Synchronization

Synchronization NN

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
-0.06

-0.05

-0.04

-0.03

-0.02

-0.01

0

0.01

Time [s]

]
d

ar[
r

orr
E

The error at active joint 3

CTC

Synchronization

Synchronization NN

Figure 6. Comparison of tracking errors in active joint space: (a) error of active joint 1, (b) error of active joint 2, and (c) error of active
joint 3.
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each basis function neural network is cjk ¼
½�0:5;�0:25; 0; 0:25; 0:5�T (j ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;

k ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). These values of parameters are

obtained by trial and error method.

The desired trajectory of the end-effector of the 3-DOF

planar parallel manipulator is

x ¼ 0:49þ 0:03 cos

�
pt

3

�

y ¼ 0:37þ 0:03 sin

�
pt

3

�
f ¼ p=2

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð62Þ

Friction forces at each active joint of the parallel manip-

ulator are included as follows

Fai ¼ 0:5 signð _qaiÞ þ 0:4 _qai i ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð63Þ

The results of tracking trajectory are shown in Figure 5.

The end-effector is controlled to track a circular in 20 s.

The initial point of the end-effector of the manipulator is

A0(0.528,0.368). From Figure 5, we can see that the

tracking trajectory caused by the conventional computed

torque control algorithm has the biggest difference from

the reference trajectory. The synchronized computed tor-

que control algorithm (without uncertainties compensation)

and the proposed adaptive SCTC produce better results

than the conventional CTC. When focusing on the starting

point A0, it can be seen that the proposed SCTC has the

fastest convergence speed to the reference trajectory among

the three controllers.

Figure 6 shows the tracking errors of active joints 1, 2,

and 3 of the parallel manipulator in active joint space. It is

observed that the errors caused by the SCTC are much

smaller than the errors associated with the conventional

CTC. Especially the proposed adaptive synchronized

computed torque controller (ASCTC) brings about the

smallest tracking errors compared with the SCTC without

uncertainty compensation and the conventional CTC.

Additionally, it can be seen that the errors caused by the

proposed ASCTC are very small, almost equal to zero.

The tracking errors of the end-effector in the X-direc-

tion, in the Y-direction, and the error of rotary angle are

shown in Figure 7. As can be seen from the figure, the

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
-10
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0
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4
x 10
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Time [s]

]
m[

r
orr
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(c)
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]
m[

r
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Figure 7. Comparison of tracking errors of the end-effector: (a) error in the X-direction, (b) error in the Y-direction, and (c) error of
rotary angle.
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SCTC produces smaller tracking errors compared to the

conventional CTC. Interestingly, among the three control-

lers, the proposed ASCTC has the smallest tracking errors.

Hence, we can conclude that the proposed ASCTC is highly

efficient in control of a 3-DOF planar parallel manipulator.

Additionally, it is concluded that the model uncertainties

and external disturbances could be greatly tolerated using

the proposed ASCTC.

The weight tuning histories of the radial basis function

network in each active joint are shown in Figure 8(a). The

initial output weight matrices are Wi(0) ¼ 0.01 � I. It can

be observed that the weights remain bounded. Figure 8(b)

shows the results of online tuning, the output of error com-

pensators. The learning rate matrices are �i¼ 0.0015 and hi

¼ 0.01 (i ¼ 1, 2, 3). The results showed that the outputs of

error compensators are also bounded.

From the simulations, we found that the major obstacle

in the development of the control system with the proposed

controller is the parameters of the RBFNN such as the

centers and variances. It is quite difficult to choose the

suitable values for these parameters. In future works, we

are going to overcome this difficulty by applying the fully

online tuning method for RBFNN, which was proposed by

Le and Kang.33

Conclusion

An adaptive synchronized computed torque control algo-

rithm based on neural networks and error compensators has

been proposed in this article. By integrating the definitions

of synchronization error, and cross-coupling error of active

joints with an adaptive computed torque control algorithm,

the results inherit the advantages of both methods, such as

the high accuracy and low online computational burden. The

proposed control algorithm handles the uncertainties and

external disturbances using a bank of neural networks and

error compensators. The weights of neural networks

and error compensators are adaptively tuned online during

the tracking trajectory of the parallel manipulator. The sta-

bility of the closed-loop control system is theoretically

proved by the Lyapunov method. The results of computer

simulations verified the effectiveness of the proposed control

algorithm. In the future research direction, a real implemen-

tation on the experimental system will be conducted.
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